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3. Abstract
The study is part of a project to create more effective experimental paradigms for psi research.
In the view of the Project, effective paradigms are needed to advance psi research and to gain
its acceptance as a credible field of study. The Project considers a paradigm to be effective if it
incorporates experimental protocols that are replicable, transferable and flexible. Replicable
means that psi effects can be produced relatively reliably. Transferable means that protocols
are accessible to independent researchers in a practical sense, so that they can be
implemented without overly burdening human and financial resources. Flexibility means that
protocols can be modified to address new research questions without compromising replicability
and transferability. Effective paradigms are more useful than merely replicable ones because
they 1) expand the range of scientific questions that can be studied and, 2) facilitate
collaborations with interested or skeptical researchers from other disciplines. In the view of the
Project, the ganzfeld is an example of a protocol that is replicable, but not effective: a wellpowered ganzfeld replication of several hundred trials requires several years of effort and its
design flexibility is limited.
This experiment tests a realization of an effective paradigm called “Psi@Home”. The strategy is
threefold:
1. Establish cohorts of motivated participants who are available to contribute over time to
multiple studies. Cohort members meet individually with a member of the experimental team
online via Zoom. The meeting builds motivation through personal contact, answering any
questions and explaining the scientific value of participants’ contributions. Participants must
run test sessions before deciding whether to join the cohort.
2. Employ an immersive psi task that has been pre-tested for user comfort and engagement.
The application (called the ‘Selfield’) is a binary pre-cognitive psi task developed at the IMI
over the past decade. It has been previously tested in the laboratory with over 80 individuals.
3. Deploy the psi task via a downloadable application installed on cohort members home
computers. Cohort members have access to an installed, password-protected version of the
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‘Selfield’. This allows study participants to contribute experimental sessions at their own
convenience and at the times of their choosing. Data are uploaded in real time to an AWS
cloud server.
The experiment will collect data from two cohorts. A ‘Meditator’ cohort includes people who
have had an on-going daily meditation practice for at least 10 years, OR, who participate
actively in an inner psychic practice such as remote viewing or mediumship.
An ‘Open’ cohort consists of people with an interest in psi research who are contacted through
the Institute’s newsletter or who learn of the Psi@Home from articles in the specialty press (i.e.,
treating consciousness studies, the paranormal and the like).
The participants generate data with a binary psi task. Participants are instructed to decide with a
manual input (pressing a keyboard key) if the video animation of a presented sphere will reveal
an image or be ‘empty’. The image/empty feedback is determined immediately after input by a
pseudo-random generator. The participants are instructed to attempt to produce image
feedbacks, which are considered successful trials, or ‘hits’.
4. A statement or list of the specific hypothesis or hypotheses being tested, and whether
each hypothesis is confirmatory or exploratory.
Definitions:
!

Trial Hit (H): An experimental trial that produces an image feedback. A hit is a ‘successful
trial’.

!

Session Trials (sN): The number of trials in an experimental session.

!

Session Hit Rate (sHR): The number of successful trials in a session divided by the total
trials, SessionSum(H)/sN.

!

Session Z-score (sZ) : A z-score type statistic for a session : (sHR - 0.5)*Sqrt[sN/4].

!

Cohort Hit Rate: (cHR): CohortSum(H)/Sum(sN).

!

Cohort chi-squared (cCSqr): A chi-squared type measure of across-session variability:
cCSqr = Sum[sZ(i)*sZ(i)], where sZ(i) is the session sZ of the i-th session for the cohort.

Hypotheses
Hypotheses H1 and H2 are confirmatory. H3-H5 are exploratory hypotheses.
H1 and H2 These are based on preliminary data collected under the Psi@Home protocol during
a pilot study and during the process of establishing the cohorts.
H3-H5 These hypotheses are based on experience with a distinct, earlier version of the Selfield
that was tested at the IMI, and on general indications from the psi research literature. They were
not indicated by the preliminary data.
H1: The variability of the session Z-scores for the Meditator cohort will be significant. The Pvalue of sCSqr will be ≤ 0.05.
H1b: A failsafe P-value of FScSCqr will be ≤ 0.05 (see section 7).
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H2: The variability of the session Z-scores for the Open cohort will be significant. The P-value of
sCSqr will be ≤ 0.05.
H2b: A failsafe P-value of FScSCqr will be ≤ 0.05 (see section 7).
H3: The Hit Rate for the Meditator cohort will be significant. The P-value of cHR will be ≤ 0.05.
H4: The Hit Rate for the Open cohort will be significant. The P-value of cHR will be ≤ 0.05.
H5: The variability of the session Z-scores for the Meditator cohort will be significantly higher
than for the Open cohort. The P-value of cHR(Med)-cHR(Open) will be ≤ 0.05.
Analyses
Analyses calculate one-sided P-values for each hypothesis, H1-H5.
H1 and H2 : See (7) below.
H3 and H4: An exact binomial P-value for the cHR’s is calculated using :
(1-CumulativeDistributionFunction[BinomialDistribution[N,1/2],Hexp-1]) in the Mathematica
programming platform. Here, N is the total number of trials and Hexp is the total number of trials
with image feedback (hits).
H5: A P-value is determined by a bootstrapped MC calculation. The steps for the MC
bootstrapping are as follows:
1. An array of 80 sZ’s is obtained separately for each cohort dataset by randomly choosing, with
replacement, 80 sZ’s from each experimental set.
2. The two arrays of sampled sZ’s are used to create two cCSqr values, one for each cohort.
3. The simulated cCSqr values are subtracted to yield a difference value.
4. Steps 1-3 are repeated BN times (at least 100,000) to create a simulated distribution of
difference values.
5. The estimated P-value of the experimental difference, cCSqr(Med)-cCSqr(Open), is given as
the number of distribution values ≥ the experimental value, divided by BN.
5. The planned number of participants and the number of trials per participant. Details of
data acquisition.
Each cohort will contribute 80 sessions of nominally 20 trials each to the study. A cohort
database for the study is complete when 80 sessions are registered, so that nominally 1600
trials from each cohort will be collected. On rare occasions, some trials fail to record due to
faulty connections to the Amazon server. A session will be counted as valid if 17 or more trials
are successfully recorded and the participant has been presented with all 20 trials.
The number of participants and the number of sessions per participant are not fixed. The
experiment launches the cohort data collection when at least 15 members agree to participate.
Cohort members may contribute up to 6 sessions each. All are encouraged to complete at least
4 sessions. It is permitted to add members during the course of the study. If more than 80 valid
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sessions are accumulated, only the first 80 will be used in formal analyses of hypothesis tests
(see details in Sections 6 and 7).
Participants are encouraged to complete their sessions in five weeks. However, participants are
also informed that this period may be extended if enough sessions have not been completed in
that time.
After a participant logs in and starts a session, the Selfield application controls the session
automatically until its completion. As each trial is completed, the trial record is uploaded to the
cloud server. In this way, a session is registered in the database as soon as the first trial is
uploaded. The trial records include information on the trial outcome, the trial’s time-stamp, the
image selected for feedback and the timings used to seed the pseudo-random generator.
The trial outcomes will not be examined before the completion of the cohort’s 80 validated
sessions. However, database queries that are blind to outcomes will be used to determine that
data records are being recorded by the server.
Justification for the exclusion of sessions and the 17-trial rule. The rule to exclude sessions with
less than 17 recorded trials was decided before data collection for this study began (NB: it was
not pre-specified explicitly in the funder communication). The preliminary and pilot sessions
showed that trials occasionally fail to upload to the AWS cloud server. The cause is most likely
intermittent WiFi connections of some users. The rule accepts as valid those sessions with up to
3 missing trials. The rule aims at : 1) minimizing the number of excluded sessions (estimated to
total ~5% of sessions) while, 2) limiting the differences in trial numbers between sessions
(which could in turn make interpretations of results less straightforward). Note that the MC
procedure already accommodates variable trial numbers of sessions and does not need to be
modified for the exclusion rule.
Controlling for voluntary stopping by participants. Early stopping of a session can produce
biases. The Selfield application has measures to detect if a user voluntarily ends a session
before completion. These are: i) a trial with (final) trial index 20 is written to the session record
table or, ii) an update to a separate session completion counter is made. The exclusion rule can
be safely applied to all sessions which record a trial with terminal index of 20. The rule can also
be applied when the trial index 20 is absent, as long as the completed session counter equals
the total number of the user’s sessions in the database. In these cases, no stopping can occur
because each session received a final trial or a completion update. In rare instances, WiFi
intermittency can compromise these measures and render the validity of a session uncertain. A
‘failsafe’ analysis procedure that treats this eventuality is outlined in Section 7.
6. A statement that the registration is submitted prior to testing the first participant, or
indicating the number of participants tested when the registration (or revision to the
registration) was submitted.
This registration was submitted after 41 sessions for the Open cohort and 18 sessions for the
Meditator cohort had been collected.
However, the identical proposal with details of sessions, participants, trials, definitions of test
statistics and the evaluations of P-values by MC, as well as the hypotheses (including a power
analysis for confirmatory H1 and H2) was submitted to the Project’s funder, the scientific
committee of the Bial Foundation, prior to any data collection for this study (early Oct 2022).
No trial outcomes were examined prior to this submission. No trial outcomes will be examined
before study completion.
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Occasional database queries are used to yield progress reports on the number of sessions
completed by each participant and the number of missing trials, if any, for each session. The
queries are blind to trial outcomes. This information is used to monitor the study’s progress,
determine when one-way motivational emails to the autonomous participants are warranted and
assess when 80 valid sessions per cohort have been accumulated.
The analyses for H1, H2 and H5, stated in section 5, are identical to those used to determine
power estimates and are based on the over 100 sessions that were collected before launching
this study.
7. Specification of analysis decisions that could affect the confirmatory results.
Analyses calculate one-sided P-values for each hypothesis.
H1 and H2: P-values are determined from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in Mathematica. The
steps for the MC are as follows:
1. After application of the 17-trial exclusion rule of section 5, an array, {sN}, of trial numbers for
the first 80 included experimental sessions is defined from the data.
2. A simulated array of 80 binomials under the Null hypothesis of Prob(hit)=0.5, is generated
from Mathematica’s binomial random number generator using the array {sN} as input.
3. The simulated array is converted to cCSqr (see 4, above).
4. Steps 2-3 are repeated MC_N times (at least 100,000) to generate a null distribution for
cCSqr.
5. The estimated P-value of the experimental cCSqr(exp) is given as the number of distribution
values ≥ cCSqr(exp), divided by MC_N.
In words, the test statistic, cCSqr, can be described as the zero-mean variance of the nominal
session z-scores, {sZ}.
Failsafe calculation of P-values in the case of exclusion rule ambiguity. The exclusion rule
cannot be applied with certainty if, for a given user, there is a session completion counter deficit
and sessions that are missing trial 20. In this case, one cannot exclude voluntary stopping. We
estimate that 1-3 sessions of this type might occur in an 80 session study. The remedy
prescribed here is to calculate a ‘failsafe’ value for cCSqr and a corresponding P-value. The
procedure follows:
1. Determine the number of ambiguous sessions, aN. For a given user’s sessions, let: M= the
sessions with missing trials. T= the sessions in M with a recorded terminal trial 20. D= the
completion counter deficit. Then aN=Min[M-T, D] is the number of sessions that might have
been stopped.
2. Identify the ‘failsafe sessions’. From the set {M-T}, select the aN sessions with the smallest
number of recorded trials. Chronological precedence determines the case of ties.
3. Repeat 1-2 for all users in the cohort. These steps will be completed before any examination
of trial outcomes.
4. Call the 80 session set from the test of H1 (alternately, H2), E. Call all failsafe sessions FS.
5. Add Bernoulli trials with p=1/2 to the sessions in FS until each has 20 trials. This creates
sessions FS* that all have 20 trials each and simulates ‘undoing’ possible stopping with null
trials.
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6. Calculate cCSqr(FS*). Then calculate cCSqr* = cCSqr(E) + cCSqr(FS*).
7. Repeat (5-6) 1000 times to generate a failsafe distribution {cCSqr*}.
8. Determine FScCSqr, the failsafe chi-square statistic, as the endpoint of the 5% quantile of
{cCSqr*} (ie, the 50th entry in the array of the sorted ascending {cCSqr} distribution).
9. Calculate a failsafe P-value from a MC calculation as in section 5, using session lengths of
E+FS*.
8. The power analysis or other justification for the number of participants and trials.
The MC calculations for H1 and H2 were applied to data acquired during a Pilot study and
during cohort building (when potential participants were asked to try out the Selfield application
by doing two full 20-trial sessions). From 55 sessions for the Meditator Cohort and 47 sessions
for the Open Cohort, the respective P-values were 0.0021 and 0.0033 for the across-session
variability measure. A bootstrapped estimate of the power was determined by sampling 80
sessions on the experimental cohort data and 80 sessions of Null generated data. For an alpha
level of 0.05, and a session N of 80 the power estimates for the Meditator and Open Cohorts
were 93% and 92%, respectively.
9. The methods for randomization in the experiment. If a pseudorandom generator is
used, specify how and when the seed(s) will be obtained.
A step-register pseudo-random bit generator, which outputs a 1024 bit-string, is used to
determine the binary choice of feedback mode. For each trial, two keyboard presses are
executed by the participant. The timing of the keystrokes determines 1) the pRNG seed and, 2)
a selected bit from the seeded bit-string. The time in milliseconds is recorded at each press, as
read from the local computer’s clock. The millisecond remainders of these times provide two
numbers ranging from 0 to 999. The first seeds the pRNG; the second selects the bit from the
generated bit-string array. The selected bit controls the feedback mode: a 1 bit corresponds to
an image feedback (a hit), and a 0 generates a miss feedback without image.
10. A detailed description of the experimental procedure.
Cohort establishment.
1. Potential cohort members contact Psi@Home through the Project website: imiresearch.fr/psihome .
2. A team member verifies that the cohort criteria is met, and that the Mac operating system is
compatible with the Psi@Home software. A link and password are sent for the website
appointment calendar to schedule an installation Zoom session.
3. Potential cohort member makes an appointment and receives confirmation.
4. A 30-45 minute Zoom meeting is held with the potential cohort member and a member of the
experimental team. Software is installed and tested. The potential cohort member is
instructed to do 2 formal sessions (~1/2 hour each) in the coming days.
5. After completing 2 sessions, persons confirm their cohort membership or decline. A feedback
form gathers information on the test experience and records the membership decision.
The experimental study.
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1. Cohort members receive emails inviting them to join a study.
2. After 15 members agree to participate, the cohort data collection can begin.
3. Those members receive an updated ‘study version’ of the Selfield app to self-install, along
with instructions for the study, a consent form, and an invitation to a collective group zoom to
launch the study.
4. Experimental team monitors individual progress and periodically encourages participants via
email to complete the required sessions.
5. After 80 sessions are completed for the cohort, a collective zoom is scheduled to thank
participants and receive feedback on participants’ experience.
Analyses.
After both cohorts have accumulated 80 sessions, the data are downloaded and analyzed as
prescribed above.
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